2007 – 2008

The aim of the Sorrell Foundation is to inspire creativity
in young people and to improve the quality of life through
good design. The Foundation creates and prototypes new
ideas, and joins up public-sector departments such as
education and health with the UK’s world-class design
community. It aims to deliver immediate benefits while
creating models with long-term value. One of its key
programmes is joinedupdesignforschools.

Joinedupdesignforschools gives pupils the role of clients.
They work in teams to create a brief for a design project that
will improve the quality of life in their school. A designer or
architect is appointed to work for them, and together they
engage in a process that leads to innovative design concepts
for schools. During the 6 -year programme, over 10,000
pupils identified 12 common issues that they would like
resolved. These included their concern about social areas in
their school, the learning spaces, toilet and dining facilities,
and the role and reputation of the school in the community.
At the heart of the programme is the development of pupils’
life skills. The creative process contains opportunities for
pupils to learn and develop highly transferable skills that
help them succeed, not just in creative thinking, but also in
life in general. Life skills such as motivation, responsibility
and communication can improve their self-confidence and
self-esteem.

The Sorrell Foundation Young Design Centre at Somerset
House, London, opened in May 2007. The Centre includes
an interactive exhibition to explore what’s next for school
design in Britain, and to inspire everyone involved in
renewing school environments. The joinedupdesignforschools model has been adapted to support the
government’s Building Schools for the Future, Primary
Capital, and Academies programmes. The Foundation
hosts visits, events and creative workshops for young
people whose schools are being developed through
these programmes.

The University of the Arts London is the largest specialist
provider of Art and Design education in Europe with
around 18,000 students. It is made up of six main colleges:
Camberwell College of Arts, Chelsea College of Art &
Design, Central Saint Martins College of Art & Design,
London College of Communication, London College
of Fashion and Wimbledon College of Art & Design.

The Young Design Programme has developed out of
joinedupdesignforschools. It joins up pupils in primary and
secondary schools with students at universities and colleges, and
designers in industry. As with joinedupdesignforschools, the
pupils are the clients, but this time their consultants are students
of design at university, who in turn are mentored by professional
designers. The pupil client teams set briefs that the student design
teams address. The focus is again on how to improve the quality
of life in schools through good design.
Between 2005 and 2008 the Sorrell Foundation developed the
Young Design Programme in partnership with the University
of the Arts London. Each year it has been scaled up and this
year six universities and colleges have run the programme:
University of the Arts London; University College Falmouth;
Leeds College of Art & Design; New College Nottingham;
Kingston University and Plymouth College of Art & Design.
Students on the Young Design Programme are drawn from
different disciplines, which have so far have included graphic
design, ceramic design, interior and spatial design, fashion design,
illustration and 3D interdisciplinary design, performance, visual
communications, art and design, photojournalism and film. Once
selected, they are formed into teams of mixed disciplines, with
around six students in each team. Each student design team then
decides on a name and identity for their group. At the same time,
pupil client teams are established and prepared at each school.

‘We were given much more of a voice and
we were able to put our design ideas forward,
and all our ideas were put into action’
Pupil client

After this period of planning and preparation, the main process
begins. It is made up of four stages: Challenge, Brief, Conversation
and Concept. The student designers and pupil client teams are
introduced at an event called the Challenge, at which the pupils
identify the main design challenge they want addressed to
improve their school. The pupils then return to their schools
and develop a Brief to present to their designers. Next, the
important Conversation stage takes place, during which the pupils
and students have a series of meetings and go on visits together
to inspiring locations that inform their conversation about design
issues. The project is complete when the student design teams
present their final concept to the pupil clients. To recognise
the achievements of all the participants, each university or design
college hosts a celebratory event for pupils, students, mentors
and their families and friends. Sorrell Foundation certificates
of achievement are presented to all pupils and students on
the course.

‘Working in a team, with a team,
was probably the most important
aspect of the project. It makes
you more responsible since other
people rely on you’
Student design consultant

Following the local celebrations, the design concepts are exhibited
in the Sorrell Foundation Young Design Centre at Somerset House,
where the different student design teams attend a private view
and a professional practice forum, with inspirational talks from
leading industry professionals. They also present their concepts
and discuss their experiences.

The design industry: For the designers and companies that act as
mentors, the programme provides a valuable insight into the way
young people think about design, and links the design industry
to the education sector. The programme has the potential to
create a body of consumers with a greater understanding of the
benefits of design.

Creating a new model
The Sorrell Foundation aims to develop the Young Design
Programme further, to create a model that can be offered through
all universities and colleges of design in the country. The aim
is to inspire hundreds of collaborative projects across primary,
secondary and tertiary education and professional practice.
Although the designs are not intended to be realised, the pupil
design briefs and student design concepts can provide valuable
information for architects and designers, in their work on
regeneration projects under the government’s Building Schools
for the Future, Primary Capital and Academies programmes.

Local authorities and government: The model could be replicated
across the country to inspire projects supporting the
government’s current investment in England’s schools through
the Building Schools for the Future, Primary Capital and
Academies programmes.

Impact, benefits and legacy
Pupils and schools: By giving pupils the responsibility of being their
school’s representatives, they experience a situation that enhances
skills such as communication, teamwork, negotiation and
problem-solving, and helps them understand how their school
works. It is often their first contact with (and visit to) a university.
Developing links with universities and colleges can help pupils
and school staff improve their awareness of what further or higher
education can offer. Teachers have said the initiative is an
important part of developing their professional practice. The
unusual combination of pupils who have first-hand experience
of school life with design students has the potential to generate
unique design concepts.
Design students, universities and colleges: For students the
programme often gives them their first experience of working
with a real client. They can improve their skills in presentation,
problem-solving and communication, and learn to work
together as a team. The programme helps to develop initiative
and organisational skills, which is essential to their future
employability. They also benefit from direct access to professional
mentors who provide valuable insight into the design industry.
The programme also offers a new way of joining up further and
higher education with schools, widening access to a broader range
of potential students.

Evaluation: The National Foundation for Educational Research
(NFER) undertook an evaluation of the 2007–2008 programme.
The results, to be published in autumn 2008, are an indication
of the benefits of cross-educational programmes. The current
draft concludes that: ‘The central aims of the Young Design
Programme have been achieved in ways that have been
inspirational and motivational for the programme participants.
In addition a client-centred model, encouraging “real life”
experience of the cycle of a design project, has been extremely
effective in bringing institutions and individuals together and
in giving “real” meaning to the Young Design Programme
process for its participants.’ Evaluation continues, drawing
comparisons between the Young Design Programme and
other programmes, including those run by Aim Higher and
Creative Partnerships.

‘The Young Design Programme has
inspired us to see the pupils’ voice as part ‘
of the consultation process when making
changes and improvements in the school’
Nick Norton
Lead teacher, Hele’s School

Top Photographs taken by photojournalist
Bryony Edwards during her work with design
team Creative Noise
Left and above Photographs by Robert Jarvis,
documentary film team Facdossier, during
a visit to Bankside Primary School, Leeds
Right Photographs by photojournalist
Jason Long, during his work with design
team Equilateral

Photojournalists and
documentary film makers
During the Young Design Programme photojournalists
and film students attended meetings, visits and
presentations to help document the projects. Media
students were accredited for their work and, as with the
design students, were supported by professional mentors
from their field. This was a unique experience for media
students, providing a rare opportunity to follow a live
project. Their work provides an important record of each
project and is invaluable in disseminating information
about the Young Design Programme.
Student images are used throughout this publication and
were displayed at celebratory events at each location. At
the Professional Practice Forum and private view event in
June 2008, the films were screened and a selection of the
documentary photography went on display at the Sorrell
Foundation Young Design Centre at Somerset House.

Above Stills from a film made by Philip Wiseman,
documentary film team Facdossier, Leeds College
of Art & Design

University of the Arts London
University of the Arts London is Europe’s largest university for art,
design, fashion, communication and the performing arts, with a
reputation for high-achieving students, staff and alumni. It comprises
six colleges: Camberwell College of Arts, Central Saint Martins College
of Art & Design, Chelsea College of Art and Design, London College
of Communication, London College of Fashion, and Wimbledon
College of Art.
University of the Arts London and the Sorrell Foundation have been
developing the Young Design Programme in partnership since 2005.
This is the third group of students to be involved. Students from
Camberwell College of Arts, London College of Fashion and London
College of Communication all took part in the 2007–2008 programme.
The mixed-discipline teams worked with secondary schools identified
by the Widening Participation and Progression Unit. The programme
was co-managed by Daniela Lobina, a Young Design Programme
alumnus and illustration graduate of Camberwell College of Arts. The
design students and pupil clients worked with performance specialists
as part of their training, and the 2007–2008 programme ended with
a celebration event in collaboration with Tate Forum at Tate Britain.
Mentors were selected for each team according to the direction of the
pupils’ brief, including: Chris Ratcliffe from Garudio Studiage; Andrzej
Kuszell, Director of Studio E Architects; Lucy Nunn and Tobie
Snowdown from Two Create; designer Jasmine Jodry; and architect
David Kohn.

‘I was amazed at how involved and
dedicated the primary school we worked
with were; they were so articulate,
communicated with us very well and
were incredibly creative’
Student design consultant

Uniting the space around our school
Pupil client team

Henry Compton Secondary School
Student design team

D3i
Industry mentor

David Kohn, David Kohn Architects
The client team at Henry Compton Secondary School
in Fulham, West London, agreed that redesigning the
outside area was a priority. Their brief asked for outside
social spaces free from cars, with plenty of greenery and
shelter; a pupils’ art wall and outdoor picnic space; and
improved sports facilities including a running track,
better gym and larger changing room.
The client team were very enthusiastic about The Scoop
performance space, by City Hall, on a visit to London’s
South Bank. This gave student designers a strong sense
of what the pupils wanted. The design team’s concept
uses the organic forms of cells and atoms, to unite the
outdoor areas, through which they hope to create a new
feeling of unity, purpose and respect.

Top An overhead view of the running track
Above Cellular forms inspire the design of
the floor pattern and shapes for the outdoor
seating. A quieter space is separated from
the sports area by a curving, skeletal fence
Far left Development sketches for
outdoor seating
Left The clients and designers at Henry
Compton Secondary School

‘The student designers are
learning from us as well as
us learning from them’
Pupil client

A winning design for our school
Pupil client team

Ernest Bevin College and Sixth Form
Centre
Student design team

Being Ernest
Industry mentor

Toby Snowdown and Lucy Nunn,
Two Create
The pupil client team at Ernest Bevin College and Sixth
Form Centre in Tooting, South London, briefed its
designers to redesign the outside playground area and
sports uniform. The current space is a Tarmac playing
field, surrounded by wire sports cages and metal fencing
with no shelter or seating. The pupil clients want to
showcase their achievements so that local people see
them and have more respect for the school. The current
sports uniform is bland, and does not reflect the school’s
professional approach to sport, nor its modern facilities.
The design team and pupil clients visited Niketown in
London to consider ideas. With encouragement from
mentors, Two Create, the designers proposed a concept
based on the hexagonal molecular structure of
adrenaline; a theme used throughout the concept. A new
tracksuit would be customised to indicate each pupil’s
particular sports, with specially designed zip-pulls being
awarded as a mark of success. The hexagonal structure
continues in the play area as coloured seating blocks.

Making friends with each other and the community
Pupil client team

Rosedale College
Student design team

WeMakeStuff
Industry mentor

Chris Ratcliffe, Garudio Studiage
Rosedale College is a mixed foundation school in Hayes,
Middlesex, with Full Service Extended Schools status.
There is a high proportion of immigrant and refugee
pupils, who speak nearly 70 languages between them.
The client team told designers WeMakeStuff that they
needed sheltered outdoor spaces to sit, relax and talk,
as well as an art wall for pupils to express themselves.
Rosedale is an open site and the designers were told that
vandalism can be a problem at weekends.
The design team’s concept was to transform the
extensive school grounds to provide a spiritual heart
for the school community, away from the pressures of
classroom life. With lots of seating, an amphitheatre
and a sculptural art wall, they aim to provide a natural
environment that will help the pupils connect with
each other, relax and socialise, encourage links with the
wider community and improve pride and unity within
the school.
Top right Different coloured transparent canopies would
make the outside space accessible in all weathers
Right The sculptural art wall encourages pupils to express
themselves and gives them a public way to share their
artwork, as well as providing a seating area

Top left The new professional sports tracksuit with
‘Team Bevin’ logo would help pupils feel proud
of their sports college status and earn respect from
other schools
Top right Design ideas for zip-pulls, to be awarded
as a mark of success
Above left A new logo for the Earnest Bevin
sports teams
Above On a visit to Niketown, the pupil clients
and design team get inspiration for the new
sports kit
Left The hexagonal seating design, based on
the cell structure of adrenaline

Helping us improve our performance
Pupil client team

Charles Edward Brooke Girls’ School
Student design team

Go Stripers
Industry mentor

Jasmine Jodry, Designer
The design brief from the year nine client team at Charles Edward
Brooke Girls’ School in Camberwell, South London, was to redesign the
toilet facilities, lockers, and to design a performance space. At the
moment the toilet space is divided by a partition wall and is decorated
in a pastel pink. The client team stressed the importance of cleanliness,
having adult-sized cubicles and creating a more inviting environment.
It was important to the client team that they all had access to their own
individual lockers.
Through informal conversations the designers developed vibrant
colourful ideas for the toilets, and a shelter in the playground with
integral lockers. They proposed an amphitheatre, which provides
a playful sheltered area that could be used as an alternative learning
environment in all weather conditions, as well as extra
seating at lunch times. This facility would also
provide a location for after- school
performances and clubs.

Top Go Stripers propose building a structure of
lockers in the playground, to give the pupils the
extra storage they need without taking up valuable
space indoors
Above left The toilets continue Go Stripers’ vibrant
colour scheme
Above right Designers and clients discuss ideas
Above Decorative pattern to be engraved on the
glass canopy incorporating the school name
Left A covered performance space for the pupils
to rehearse and perform to an audience

‘It was very good to have
a live experience of sorting
out meetings and working
to deadlines’
Student design consultant

Adding to our new school
Pupil client team

Pimlico School
Student design team

Out of the Box
Industry mentor

Andrzej Kuszell, Studio E Architects
The client team from Pimlico School in Central London,
said that their outdoor social space did not cater for the
pupils’ needs. They described it as ‘boring’ and ‘prisonlike’, with insufficient seating, shelter and sports facilities.
They asked designers Out of the Box for a sheltered area
to eat, relax and socialise.
A new building is currently under construction at Pimlico
School. The design team looked at the plans to help their
conversation with the pupil client team. They developed
a concept for a sympathetic outdoor area that would be
inviting and relaxing, somewhere quiet and removed from
the surrounding urban environment, where students could
meet and socialise. It was their intention that the space
could also be used for outdoor performance, to enhance
the school’s Performing Arts status.

Top Drawing for the relaxed
social space
Above left and right, and
right Development sketches for
outdoor seating
Left Pupil clients give feedback
on the design ideas at a meeting

University College Falmouth
University College Falmouth has an international reputation for the
quality of its undergraduate and postgraduate courses in art, design
and media, and is based in a stunning coastal location. The university
merged with Dartington College of Arts in April 2008, creating a new
specialist arts university institution unique to Cornwall and the
South West.
This is the second year that University College Falmouth has taken
part in the Young Design Programme. As part of their role as Widening
Participation officers, programme manager Hannah Partington, with
support from Sam Hudspith, delivered the programme as one of
a series of projects with local schools, encouraging more successful
applications into higher education from local young people. This year’s
student designers, drawn from courses on 3D Design for Sustainability
and Garden Design, worked in one large team as well as two
smaller groups, so that every student designer contributed to two
projects, supported by mentors Mike Woods from Tangerine and
product designer Tomoko Azumi.

‘I have become more
confident at presenting and
have definitely developed
my negotiation skills’
Student design consultant

Designs to reflect our hopes for the future
Pupil client team

Sir James Smith’s Community School
Student design team

6D
Industry mentor

Mike Woods, Tangerine
Pupils at Sir James Smith’s Community School in
Camelford, Cornwall, used a pupil questionnaire to
identify their priorities. A lack of eating areas and poorly
utilised outdoor areas were highlighted, so the client
team asked the designers to show how the school could
make better use of the outdoor spaces and improve the
seating areas used at lunch and break-time.
The design team wanted their work to reflect the energy
and vitality of their clients, so they named the project
‘Anticipation’, intending their designs to demonstrate
the clients’ hopes for the future. By dividing the space,
the concept provides a choice of areas for the pupils to
use in different ways. There is a covered eating terrace;
a sunny open area that can accommodate larger groups;
and a quiet space more suitable for individuals and small
groups, surrounded by lush planting. Practical covered
walkways link these areas and there is plenty of seating
available, including hanging pod chairs, hammocks and
a telescopic bench system, which has a sliding cover to
provide shade.

Outside spaces to learn and relax in
Pupil client team

Redruth School: A Technology College
Student design team

Top A computer model shows how
the different areas relate to each other
Above, near right and centre The
telescopic seating design can be
extended to give shelter when needed
Above, far right Pupil clients and
6D designers consider the views from
inside the school
Right Bespoke wooden canopies
add sculptural form to the shelter

we.do
Industry mentor

Tomoko Azumi, TNA Design
Pupils at Redruth School in Cornwall told their designers
that they did not have enough social space. At break-times
the corridors got very busy and there was no outside
shelter. The client team wanted to make better use of the
school’s courtyard, creating a functional, attractive space
with plenty of shelter.
The concept devised by we.do is highly practical. The
landscaped garden has a range of functions, using
geometric designs inspired by an ancient Cornish symbols.
The concept includes carved wooden seating, planting,
outdoor lighting and sound systems, producing an
inspirational space that could be used at break-times, and
as an outdoor performance space or alfresco classroom.
The detailed planting plans include herbs, scented flowers
and a living wall, which are robust enough to thrive in
a school environment.

Helping new pupils find their way around
Pupil client team

Camelford Community Primary School
Student design team

MoBu
Industry mentor

Mike Woods, Tangerine
The clients from Camelford Community Primary School
in Cornwall are preparing for their school to move
to a nearby new building on the same site as Sir James
Smith’s Community School. They are apprehensive
about starting at a new, larger school and being able to
find their way. The brief asks for a better signage system
that would be suitable for all ages and users, but
particularly to help new pupils.
The design team’s concepts use colour and imagery
to help pupils recognise where they are. Simple colourcoded maps are designed for use in reception and
around the school. A series of dots, increasing in size
as they approach their destination, leads pupils to
departments by showing relevant imagery. Similar
wall graphics show subject-specific imagery to identify
departments and enliven the corridors. Outside,
departments are identified by the colour of the doors,
which is picked up in the colour of the planting.

Top Superscale imagery is proposed by the designers
to indicate subject areas. This would add colour to the
corridors and help pupils recognise where they are.
Left The pupil clients looking at a model of the
wayfinding system
Above Outside, the colour coding is picked up
through planting and door frames

‘My son loved coming to
the University and was
impressed by its size and
the level of work here. I think
it’s given him inspiration and
something to aspire to’
Parent

Far left Computer rendering shows
where shadows fall on the site
throughout the day
Left The clients and designers visit
a beach in Newquay for inspiration
Below left Carved wooden benches
are proposed throughout the
design, with shaped grooves
for the pupils to sit in
Below Inspired by ancient Cornish
symbols, the detailed planting plan
includes herbs, scented flowers
and a living wall

Leeds College of Art & Design
Leeds College of Art & Design is Yorkshire’s only specialist arts
college. It has played a central role in providing specialist
education and training in art and design for more than 160 years,
and has doubled in size in the last 10.
This is the second year that Leeds College of Art & Design has
been involved in the Young Design Programme. It was managed
by Dorothy King, progression manager, and supported by
Hannah Flowers, an alumnus of the programme last year. The
designers were from interdisciplinary art and design, interior
design and visual communication. Mentors were: Jill Kelly from
Beam; Simon Smithson from careyjones architects; Jon Stubley
from Elmwood and designer Andy Edwards. Photojournalists
and a documentary film maker worked alongside the pupil clients
and design teams to record the projects.

‘It was a great experience working
with a real client and having to come
up with a design scheme that they
could feel proud of’
Student design consultant

A bold identity for our sixth form
Pupil client team

Benton Park High School
Student design team

Creative Noise
Industry mentor

Andy Edwards, Andy Edwards Design

Above The sixth-form logo
Left The concept proposes
an extension, giving vital
extra space and making the
sixth form more visible
from outside
Below left and right A new
colour scheme and stylish
interior reflect the separate
identity that the sixth-form
client team want

The design brief from Benton Park High School in Leeds
is focused on the sixth-form block. The client team, all
studying AS-level art, complained of a lack of identity, poor
signage and an inefficient, shabby common room that they
described as uninviting and dull. They explained that
sixth-formers feel disconnected from the school and not
part of its positive local reputation.
With encouragement from mentor Andy Edwards, Creative
Noise designed a new identity for the sixth-form block to
unite it with the rest of the school. A bold green line wraps
around and through the building to provide impact and
a strong identity. The new common room has been designed
with a choice of spaces to help sixth-formers relax, interact,
and develop a sense of ownership.

A home from home
Pupil client team

Notre Dame Sixth Form College
Student design team

Equilateral
Industry mentor

Jon Stubley, Elmwood
The brief from Notre Dame Sixth Form College in Leeds
focused on improving a large common room area that is
split over three rooms. The client team described this space
as unwelcoming and boring, complaining that there is a
lack of noticeboards for their teachers to communicate with
them. Signage problems result in poor communication
between the college and the pupils.
The design team Equilateral proposed a home-from-home
theme to create a welcoming social environment, with areas
for students to relax, socialise, eat and study. Inspired by
the different areas within the home, they divided the
common room into a kitchen, garden, study, relaxing area
and games room. Pupils can move seating and furniture
when they need to, and communication is integral to the
design, which includes huge noticeboards and a fridgemagnet wall in the kitchen.

Left and top left Sixth-formers have the choice
between a relaxing area or a study space, which
are divided by a movable screen
Above The design team’s home-from-home theme
is extended to the kitchen noticeboard, which tells
pupils what’s available in the canteen each day
using fridge-magnets

Investing in our new playground
Above Computer renderings
were used as the team developed
their ideas
Above right A physical model of
the design concept helped the Air
design team explain their ideas
to the young clients
Right At meetings and on the visit,
discussion helped the designers
to fine tune their ideas to the client
team’s likes and dislikes

‘It was great to see young
people work together
positively on a joint project
in many disciplines’

Pupil client team

Bankside Primary School
Student design team

Air
Industry mentor

Jill Kelly, Beam
The existing Bankside Primary School
in Leeds is to be demolished and rebuilt
over the next two years, and the pupils
are concerned that the playground could
be overlooked because everyone is
focusing on the learning spaces. They
insisted that the new school’s social space
must be an improvement on the blank
Tarmac they have now. Their brief

challenges the design team to create fun
play structures and personal spaces, as
well as using recycling bins to help keep
the playground tidy.
The design team was inspired by a visit
with their pupil clients to Magna Science
Adventure Centre, where they used the
Sci-Tec playground to observe how
children play and interact with each
other. Air’s design concept combines
education, play and sustainability, and
introduces the four natural elements –
water, air, fire and earth – as a theme
that the school could incorporate into
future projects. Their design proposal
represents the element water, through
a wave-like landscape and ocean-themed
play structures.

Sue Dixon
teacher, Benton Park School

A better-organised canteen for our school
Pupil client team

City of Leeds High School
Student design team

Tri-Design
Industry mentor

Simon Smithson,
careyjones architects
The City of Leeds High School client team briefed the
designers to look at their canteen and its adjacent quad
area. The pupil clients said that they have a disorganised
queuing system that takes too long, unattractive menus
that put people off using the canteen, unclear signage,
uncomfortable seating, and that the outdoor space in the
quad is out of bounds. They want a comfortable and
exciting space for lunch and recreation that could be
used outside lesson times.
The Tri-Design team developed a Time Out logo, which
extends around the walls in a pattern that gives the
space an identity and emphasises the importance of
taking a break from lessons. Practical benches are
proposed in the canteen and quad, giving pupils access to
more space. A glass wall links the canteen visually with
the quad and encourages pupils to get some fresh air.

Above The orange and green
colour scheme extends from the
logo, around the walls, to the table
and benches
Far left In meetings, the client
group gave Tri-Design feedback on
the designs and showed them their
own ideas as a way of explaining
what they wanted
Left The outdoor quad space could
provide extra seating for the
canteen as well as additional social
space, and encourages more pupils
to get fresh air at break-time

New College Nottingham
New College Nottingham is one of the largest further education
colleges in the UK, with more than 25,000 students. The design
departments are based in the historic Lace Market area near the
city centre.
This is the first year that New College Nottingham has taken
part in the Young Design Programme. Design teams from
foundation degree, arts and multimedia were supported by course
director Chris Keeble, who was also the programme manager.
A documentary film team recorded the programme. Mentors
Martyn Johnson and Steve Large from, branding, exhibition and
interior designers, Large Creative, supported both the design
teams. A primary and a secondary school both chose projects
seeking to enliven the existing space and use rebranding to make
the environments more coherent.

‘The children gained experience
and grew in confidence through
working with older students.
They felt that in an adult world,
their opinions mattered’
Teacher

An outside space for work and play
Pupil client team

Northgate Primary School
Student design team

NG7
Industry mentor

Martyn Johnson and Steve Large,
Large Creative
The client team from Northgate Primary School in
Nottingham, described their playground as ‘a dull, boring,
waste of space’, and they had a long list of improvements in
mind from the start of the project.
The design team divided the available space into themed
zones, to address the different ways pupils want to use
the space. These include an interactive zone with modern
interpretations of traditional playground games, and
a relaxing area, with buddy benches that can be used as
an outdoor classroom, movable seating and an outdoor
whiteboard. A physical play area is proposed where pupils
can climb on huge letters spelling out the school’s name,
which also act as a giant sign for the school, visible on
Google Earth. Pupils could even generate energy by playing
on a revolving climbing wall. The team designed a new
graphic identity using part of the school’s postcode, NG7,
which could also be used on the school uniform.

Top left and right The new logo applied
to a school T-shirt
Above Seating, based on letter forms,
is stowed against the wall and can be
pulled down for use
Right On a visit to Nottingham Castle,
the design team presents the concepts
to their clients

New designs that make us proud
Pupil client team

Redhill School
Student design team

Felicitas
Industry mentor

Martyn Johnson and Steve Large,
Large Creative

Above Outdoor practice
pods for the music
department, where pupils
can rehearse in a
soundproof space
Right Seating solution
that uses Redhill’s new
graphic identity
Far right Redhill School’s
new logo

The client team from Redhill School in Nottingham asked
their designers to address the plain, washed-out colours and
outdated feel of the school. The music department and main
hall were described as being particularly drab and disorganised.
The client team wanted modern designs to make pupils feel
proud of Redhill.
The core concept of the design team Felicitas was Red Hill Goes
Green. This theme introduced a new palette of natural materials
and colours. A new graphic identity for the school extends
through wall art that incorporates signage information. The
designers propose storage solutions to help organise the school,
and a new layout for the music room includes outdoor practice
pods, which would free up space indoors. The design team
expects improvements to the main hall to impress visitors and
make the pupils proud of their school.

Kingston University
Kingston University in south-west London offers undergraduate and
postgraduate courses with a focus on preparation for industry. The art,
design and architecture faculty is known for its innovative courses,
which fuse creative exploration and the development of professional
skills. The campus has an on-site gallery with a programme of
international exhibitions and events.
Kingston University joined the Young Design Programme this year.
Designer and tutor Pascal Anson was appointed to mentor the students
throughout the programme. Two teams of interior design students
worked with pupil clients from Carshalton Boys Sports College, a large
school in South London. The student designers also met architectural
engineer George Georgiou from Elliott Wood Partnership, to help them
understand the practicalities involved in delivering their designs.

‘Working with young children who
have active imaginations and
a different perspective on life has
shown me how creative I can be’
Student design consultant

Promoting school pride
Pupil client team

Carshalton Boys Sports College
Student design team

Balls
Industry mentor

Pascal Anson, designer; George
Georgiou, Elliott Wood Partnership
The pupil client team at Carshalton Boys Sports College
briefed their designers to address the issue of school
pride. The client team wanted a social space that would
promote unity among the pupils, as well as provide more
storage facilities.
The final design is an unfolding line that moves around
the playground, switching between 2D and 3D, offering
seating, storage and shelter and uniting the currently
divided areas as an exciting social space. The line is in the
school’s colours and spells out the school name, making
the whole structure visible on Google Earth, as well as
providing seating and personal storage space. This
landmark space is intended to develop school pride as well
as answer the functional requirements of the brief. Design
team Balls used computer renderings to show the clients
their ideas, and considered the practicality of their designs
with mentor George Georgiou.

Top The whole playground and new shelters are united
with the continuous line; the large sculptural letters on
the left become a landmark for the school
Above left A computer model explains the scale and
function of the proposed shelters. All the design ideas
use the red and grey school colours
for consistency and to communicate the pupils’ pride
in their school.
Above right The design team regularly visited the
school to present their ideas and receive feedback

Designing for success
Pupil client team

Carshalton Boys Sports College
Student design team

Hold On Tight
Industry mentor

Pascal Anson, designer; George
Georgiou, Elliott Wood Partnership
The client team wanted a sheltered space to eat and
socialise, and they wanted the designers to address
vandalism, which is a particular concern with lockers.
Hold On Tight used a Work Hard, Play Hard concept as
they developed their ideas. The final design offers a
choice of spaces to cater for the pupils’ different breaktime needs. There is a Social Area with shelter, a Peaceful
Area and an Excitement Area. The structural forms are
all based on an X-shape, the opposite of a tick for
academic work, which becomes less recognisable as it
is abstracted for use in areas that are designed for more
playful activity.

Above Shelter in the playground is vital to the pupils
to provide protection from the weather
Right An Excitement Area encourages movement and
fun in an open space; here the X-forms are at their most
distorted and there is plenty of open space
Below In the Social Area, lockers are protected
from vandalism, by natural surveillance from the pupils
socialising nearby and because this area is visible from
inside the school

Plymouth College of Art & Design
Plymouth College of Art & Design is one of only four
remaining independent colleges of art and design in the
UK, with considerable expertise in applied arts, fine arts,
design and media. The college offers specialist art and
design courses, from National Diploma and Foundation
level through to a full range of BA Honours degrees.
This is the first year that Plymouth College of Art &
Design has taken part in the Young Design Programme.
Students from the spatial design course responded to
pupil briefs from three schools, each student working
as part of two separate teams. Serena Scrine, the acting
spatial design course director, was also the programme
manager and able to tutor all of the student designers
together. Their mentors were: Andrew Rathbone,
landscape architect; Dan Hutchinson from Lacey Hickie
Caley, specialists in architecture, design and safety; and
architect Robert Bedner.

A sheltered environment to enjoy
Pupil client team

Lipson Community College
Student design team

Enbloc
Industry mentor

Andrew Rathbone,
Rathbone Partnership
Above and far left
Leaf-shaped canopies
point visitors towards
reception, and are the
focus for planting and
seating in the school’s
social spaces
Left Planted containers
make use of recycled
run -off water as a
sustainable irrigation
system

After much discussion, the client team from Lipson
Community College in Plymouth agreed that the biggest
problem with their school was the lack of social space,
especially places for pupils to meet between lessons.
Local people use the school site for sports and to attend
events, so shelters and seating would be widely used.
After advice from mentor Andrew Rathbone, the design
team Enbloc focused their efforts on a central courtyard.
They wanted to lead users into the heart of the space, to
an inviting social area. Plants were used to define spaces
and cut wind flow, with leaf-shaped canopies providing
shelter and height to the spaces. Water is reused to
support planting and encourage wildlife.

‘In terms of skills, I feel
it has been incredibly
useful to design
something functional,
and experience
communicating and
negotiating with
a client team’
Student design consultant

Active and chilled out
Pupil client team

Hele’s School
Student design team

Arcdesign
Industry mentor

Dan Hutchinson, Lacey Hickie Caley
The client team at Hele’s School in Plymouth focused
their brief on outdoor social space. They asked for
somewhere that would only be used at break-times,
with plenty of seating where pupils could chat with
friends. There should be a combination of active and
chill-out spaces.
The final design concept develops an existing large courtyard
space. A retaining wall is adapted to form a long bench,
providing a landscape of large simple shapes that pupils can
sit on or run across. Graphic floor patterns link the spaces and
connect the design to surrounding buildings by extending up
the side of the hall. Mentor Dan Hutchinson helped the design
team to identify suitable materials; they prioritised durability
for the busy school environment.

‘I was pleased to see our pupils
working enthusiastically on
something they could relate
to and care about. It was also
nice to see our pupils gain
confidence speaking in front
of others’
Claire Lilley
teacher, Redhill School

Planting, seating, shelter and colour
Pupil client team

Eggbuckland Community College
Student design team

Eyedesign
Industry mentor

Robert Bedner, Research and Design
The client team from this technology college in Plymouth
asked the Eyedesign to improve the school’s two central
linked courtyards. These tarmac spaces are busy with lots of
through traffic and are near to the canteen. The pupils asked
for an outside space for dining and socialising with shelter
from wind and rain, which pupils would enjoy using.
Eyedesign’s concept is based on oversized steps that link the
two courtyard spaces. These steps offer a place for pupils to sit
and socialise. Canopies provide some shelter and dappled
light, and the design team experimented with glass to create
different shading effects. The two monolithic structures
linking the courtyards slow the flow of people, and make
arrival in the upper sunnier courtyard a pleasant surprise.

Top The steps and monolithic structures
between the linked courtyards slow down
movement. Curved seating creates social
areas, and larger groups can spread out on
the wide steps
Above and left Sourced by Eyedesign,
strengthened glass could be used to introduce
colour. It will weather well and would cope
with use in the school environment

Left and far left Red stripes
connect the large courtyard
to surrounding buildings and
can be interpreted as
markings for games or races.
Above A computer rendering
shows one of the curved
structures for Hele’s pupils
to run, climb and sit on.
Built from strong plywood
they are treated to withstand
weather and active use in
the playground.

‘It was very interesting to know
about the other universities
participating in the programme’
Student design consultant

‘I learnt to work with new
people and that some things
aren’t as bad as I thought’
Pupil client

At the end of the programme, all students and pupils who have participated
in the Young Design Programme celebrate their achievement by giving
special presentations at the universities and colleges to describe their projects.
They also receive Certificates of Achievement for their contribution to
the programme.

‘He developed pride as an
individual in being selected
to represent his school. Also
it gave him an insight into
a possible career’
Parent

The events are attended by an invited audience of teachers, families, designers
and architects, and local authority representatives, and are followed by
a celebratory party, at which guests can view all the designs and talk to
the student designers about their work.
Following these regional events, students, tutors and mentors involved this
year met for a special end of programme day at the Sorrell Foundation Young
Design Centre in Somerset House. Students and tutors had a chance to give
feedback on their experience of the programme and the design concepts went
on display as part of the What’s Next For Schools’? exhibition. All the students
presented their work and heard talks from guest speakers Alan Chan, Alan
Chan Design Company; Martin Johnson, Large Creative; David Pierce, Urban
Salon; and Michael Wolff, Michael Wolff & Company. ‘It was great to see
everyone else’s work – some of it is fantastic. And it’s good to share our
experience of the programme with students from other colleges’.
Top, left to right Design team Tri-Design, Leeds College
of Art & Design, at Somerset House, London, at the
Professional Practice Forum and Private View in June 2008;
guest speaker Michael Wolff at the Somerset House event;
students from all six participating universities and colleges
in the Edmond J. Safra Fountain Court at Somerset House,
celebrating the culmination of their work on the Young
Design Programme 2007–2008.
Middle, left to right Student designers and client teams
gather at Leeds College of Art & Design for their celebration
event with music from Jazz Mundo; the pupil client team
from Earnest Bevin College rehearse their brief presention
at Tate Britain, London, for the University of the Arts London

celebration event; Rosedale College rehearsing their
presentation for the celebration event at Tate Britain;
student design team Go Stripers, University of the Arts
London, present their final concept to programme
participants and invited guests at a professional practice
forum in Somerset House, London.
Bottom, left to right Students from New College
Nottingham displaying their Young Design Programme
work at the D&AD New Blood event in Earls Court, London;
design team Hold On Tight present their final concepts
at Kingston University to an invited audience of pupils,
teachers, head teachers and tutors; Falmouth client teams
with their Certificates of Achievement.

The Process
Participants in the Young Design Programme follow a process
consisting of four stages: Challenge, Brief, Conversation
and Concept. These stages are preceded by Planning and
Preparation and followed by Celebrating Achievement.

Planning and Preparation
Student designers are selected and given
training when they all meet at Somerset House.
Pupil clients are selected and prepared at school.

Challenge
Pupils decide what design problem they want
solved in their school, and have initial
discussions with student designers at the
college or university.

Planning and Preparation

1
Challenge

2

Brief
Pupil client teams produce a detailed brief of
what they want redesigned in their school.
Student design teams are created, matched with
professional mentors and presented with the
Pupils’ Brief.

Brief

Conversation
This is the key period of interaction.
Pupils and students attend meetings, go on
inspirational visits, and work on solving
problems. Student design teams get input
from tutors and mentors, and develop their
design concepts with feedback from the
pupil clients.

4

3

Concept
Student design teams present their final ideas to
the pupil clients. The client team is assisted by
the design team in a formal presentation to their
head teacher and governors. The student design
team’s project is assessed as part of their
coursework.

Conversation

Concept

Celebrating Achievement
Students and pupils attend a special event to
make presentations and receive certificates in
front of their families, teachers and lecturers.
Final design concepts are displayed at the
Sorrell Foundation Young Design Centre,
Somerset House. All the students are invited to
a professional practice forum and private view
of their concepts at Somerset House.

Celebrating Achievement

Getting involved
The Sorrell Foundation hopes to develop the Young
Design Programme over the coming years to create
a model that will inspire hundreds of collaborative
projects across primary, secondary and tertiary
education and professional practice. If you would
like to take part, please get in touch.
Tom Doust, Education Director
The Sorrell Foundation
Somerset House
Strand
London WC2R 1LA
020 7845 5860
tom@thesorrellfoundation.com

Thanks
The Sorrell Foundation would like to thank everyone
involved with the Young Design Programme 2007–2008.
Pupils, teachers and head teachers from Bankside Primary
School, Leeds; Benton Park High School, Leeds; Camelford
Community Primary School, Cornwall; Carshalton Boys
Sports College, Surrey; Charles Edward Brooke Girls’
School, London; City of Leeds High School, Leeds;
Eggbuckland Community College, Plymouth; Ernest Bevin
College and Sixth Form Centre, London; Hele’s School,
Plymouth; Henry Compton Secondary School, London;
Lipson Community College, Plymouth; Northgate Primary
School, Nottingham; Notre Dame Sixth Form College,
Leeds; Pimlico School, London; Redhill School,
Nottingham; Redruth School: A Technology College,
Cornwall; Rosedale College, Middlesex; Sir James Smith’s
Community School, Cornwall.
Students and staff from University of the Arts London
Sir Michael Bichard, Elizabeth Rouse, Mark Crawley,
Catherine Smith and course directors, tutors and staff,
Julie James, Peter Nencini, Anthony Parsons, Karen
Richmond, and programme managers Ian Thompson and
Daniela Lobina; all the students who took part: D3i
members Joseph Carubia, Greg Hannan, Chie Kobayashi,
Emma Payne, Rebekah Watts; Being Ernest members
Katerina Antosova, Charlie Flint, Owen Hodgkinson,
Jacqueline Sewell, Marta Suchecka; Out of the Box
members Samantha Grover, Chiara Parlanti; Lucy Rushton,
Pegah Samaei, Michela Trinca; The Stripers members
Seema Goel, Abigail Liparoto, Yukie Nagasawa, Ella
Perkins, Gabriella Pusztai, Victoria Torrance; WeMakeStuff
members Chloe Carson, Angela Maria Corredor, Sheetal
Kabawala, Lilly-Anne Kvam Lilletvedt, Sine Skovsen,
Satsuki Suzuki. Special thanks to Dan Chilcott and Jennifer
Gunstone, performance specialists; Mark Miller and his
team at Tate Forum for supporting the celebration event.
Students and staff from University College Falmouth
Professor Alan Livingston, Dr John Butcher, John Miller
and course directors, tutors and staff Sam Hudspith, Matt
James, Richard Sneasby, Professor Eric Spiller, Su Vernon
and programme manager Hannah Partington; all the
students who took part: 6D members Jo Barrett, Roland
Brown, Angela Douglas, Lisa Fuller, Mat Sayers, Amelia
Sullivan; MoBu members Pern Dahl, Beth Grainger, Nikki
Horbury, Chirsteen Macaulay, Moryl Mamie, Tamara
Maynard; we.do members Cara Bettinson, Sam
Brettingham, Edward Douglas, Jake Jackson, Philip Perry
and Anneke Volkers.
Students and staff from Leeds College of Art & Design
Edmund Wigan, Simon Thorpe and course directors, tutors
and staff Hannah Flowers, Simone Goodwill, Cheryl
Huntbach, Graham Savage and progression manager
Dorothy King; all the students who took part: Creative
Noise members James Appleton, Kay Bauer, Christopher
Dawson; Equilateral members Lauran Craig, Merlin Mason,

Gabriella Radi; Air team members Alison Booth, Ruth
Morley; Tri-Design members Rowan Mackay, Patrick
Macpherson, Catherine Wickes; Facdossier documentary
film team Robert Jarvis, Philip Wiseman; photojournalists
Bryony Edwards, Jason Long.
Students and staff from New College Nottingham
Janet Gilbert and course directors, tutors and staff Richard
Irwin, Lisa Pattern and programme manager Chris Keeble;
all the students who took part: NG7 members Neil Barks,
Emma Bramley, Adam Burton, Hemel Chavda, Ian
Humphreys; Felicitas members Dominiquque Gypens,
James Mason, Catherine Pickard, Stefan Rusyn;
documentary film team members Sarah Hardy, Ashley
Leary, Ben Wright.
Students and staff from Kingston University
Andrea Harris, Bernadette Blair, course director Ian Higgins
and programme manager Pascal Anson; all the students
who took part: Balls members Bhavani Govindan, Amanda
Halaka, Lisa Kingston, Seren Worton; Hold On Tight
members Honey Ahmadpanah, Rubina Aziz, Natasha
Fitzgerald-Bennett, Stella Zapiti.
Students and staff from Plymouth College of Art & Design
Lynne Staley-Brookes and course directors, tutors and staff
Tim Bolton, Gilly Hutchinson, Martin Vella, and programme
manager Serena Scrine; all the students who took part:
Eyedesign and Enbloc members Shelley Bateman, Ebony
Dodgen, Clive Donovan, Elisabeth Owen; Eyedesign and
Arcdesign members Jamilya Abdullayeva, Tercia
Cummins, Ben Tapscott; Arcdesign members Chris Clark
and Glenn Littlechild; Eyedesign member Emma Corkery.
Industry Mentors Pascal Anson, designer; Tomoko Azumi,
TNA Design; Robert Bedner, Research and Design; Andy
Edwards, Andy Edwards Design; George Georgiou, Elliott
Wood Partnership; Dan Hutchinson, Lacey Hickie Caley;
Jasmine Jodry, designer; Martyn Johnson, Large Creative;
Jill Kelly, Beam; David Kohn, David Kohn Architects;
Andrzej Kuszell, Studio E Architects; Steve Large, Large
Creative; Lucy Nunn, Two Create; Chris Ratcliffe, Garudio
Studiage; Andrew Rathbone, Rathbone Partnership; Simon
Smithson, careyjones architects; Tobie Snowdown, Two
Create; Jon Stubley, Elmwood; Mike Woods, Tangerine.
Special thanks to Jane Briginshaw, Alan Chan, Martyn
Johnson, David Pierce, Michael Wolff for kindly speaking
at our events; R&D&Co for the concept of this publication;
Graham Carlow, Magnus Andersson, Jessica Hopkins for
photography; Russell Read for filming and Jo Bell for
film-making with Henry Compton School; Dan Chilcott and
Jennifer Gunstone, for the team-building workshop at the
start of the programme.

Cover : Pupil client team from Redruth School with their
student design team, we.do, on an inspirational visit in
Newquay, Cornwall.

